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Grand Challenges, Governance and Innovation Systems
In spite of the uncertainty and lack of complete understanding permeating grand challenges,
it is often accepted that these can lead to a great deal of disruption to societies and
economies over the coming decades. Moreover, they are boundary-spanning in several
respects, requiring, for example,
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Interdisciplinarity that transcends the boundaries of traditional epistemic communities.
Addressing grand challenges will require the pooling of different knowledge bases and, in
particular, closer collaboration between the „hard‟ and social sciences and humanities.
Cross-departmental coordination and coherence beyond the traditional silos that
characterise policy making. Grand challenges require multi-agency responses and it is
important that these are coherent if they are to be effective.
Multi-level governance approaches that acknowledge the principle of subsidiarity while
ensuring coherence between global, regional (e.g. European), national, and sub-national
agendas and activities to address grand challenges.
Technology convergence or fusion that opens up new possibilities to manage, mitigate or
even eliminate some of the causes and harmful symptoms associated with grand
challenges.
Cross-sectoral collaboration between various industries with the complementary
assets to address grand challenges.
Longer-term time horizons to be introduced more explicitly into shorter-term policy
agendas and business planning practices.
Dealing with grand societal challenges is presently a major focus of research and
innovation policies at the EU level. Innovation is considered one of the best means for

The Broader Picture

Past Concept Development Activities
(in the Context of ASO Ljubljana www.aso.zsi.at)
ACUNS SW 2008
„Building the Knowledge Base for Global Governance“
Ljubljana July 23 – August 2 2008

International conference “Global Philanthropists: Partners for a
Knowledge Based Response to Climate Change”
Portorož, June 2008
http://www.glocha.info/conferenceindex.html
This event has been initiated and
coordinated by the Centre for
Social Innovation (ZSI), Vienna, in
cooperation with the European
Foundation Centre (EFC) and the
Slovenian Ministry of Higher
Education, Science and
Technology in Portorož/Slovenia in
June 2008 (more information can
be found on internet
www.glocha.info ) in which some of
the proposed network members
have participated.

(from left) Gasper Hrastelj, Miroslav Polzer,
Gerry Salole, Wilhem Krull, Janez Podobnik,
Lucka Kajfez Bogataj, Peter Volasko, Emilio
Rui Vilar, Jerome C. Glenn, Blaz Golob

(a copy of the proceedings can be ordered
free of charge at aso-ljubljana@zsi.at )

• /

Networking Meeting „The Role of Universities in Innovation and
Education for Sustainable Development in Southeast Europe“ at
5th GUNI International Barcelona Conference on Higher Education

From ASO Ljubljana to IAAI GloCha center
Klagenfurt in the Context of Rio 2012
….

Rio 2012
Rio 2012 Objective & Themes
The objective of the Conference is to secure renewed political commitment for
sustainable development, assess the progress to date and the remaining gaps in the
implementation of the outcomes of the major summits on sustainable development,
and address new and emerging challenges
The Conference will focus on two themes: (a) a green economy in the context of
sustainable development and poverty eradication; and (b) the institutional framework
for sustainable development.
Institutional framework for sustainable development
The institutional framework for sustainable development covers a spectrum of formal
and less formal bodies, organizations, networks and arrangements that are
involved in sustainable development policymaking or implementation activities.
An effective institutional framework is key to the implementation of sustainable
development at all levels. It is expected that the Conference will further strengthen
the institutional framework and enhance the integration of the three pillars of
sustainable development. This includes consideration of options for strengthening the
environmental pillar of sustainable development and achieving effective
international environmental governance.

http://www.uncsd2012.org

The IAAI – GloCha Approach
Knowledge and Philanthropy/Ethics Driven
Multistakeholder Partnership on
Shared Social Responsibility
for Global Commons Growth
(“GloCha GlobComm Initiative”)
Every individual must act as if the
whole future of the world, of humanity
itself, depends on him.
(Joseph Weizenbaum)

& Art 29 of Universal Declaration on
Human Rigths

Blueprint for a Knowledge and Philanthropy Driven Global Civil Society Reform

GloCha Shared Vision & Governance Innovation
“Rio 2012 Charter on Shared Social Responsibility
for Global Commons” (GlobCommCharter)
to be adopted by
• Civil Society Organisations (like e.g. CIVICUS – World Alliance for Citizen
Participation www.civicus.org/, CONGO - The Conference of NonGovernmental Organizations in Consultative Relationship with the United
Nations www.ngocongo.org, Committee of Religious NGOs at the UN
www.trunity.net/rngo/),
• Academy: UN Academic Impact network http://academicimpact.org/index.php,
Global University Network for Innovation GUNI www.guni-rmies.net/ , International
Association of Universities www.iau-aiu.net (“intellectual social responsibility”)
• Educational sector: UNESCO Associated Schools Project Network
www.unesco.org/new/en/education/networks/global-networks/aspnet/,
International Eco Schools network (Foundation for Environmental Education
www.fee-international.org)
• UN Global Compact (Corporate sector)
• UN system
• National Governments
• Regional and Local authorities
• Youth organizations

“Rio 2012 Charter on Shared Social Responsibility for Global
Commons” (GlobCommCharter) Reporting Initiative
GlobComm Charter endorsers are asked to report on an annual basis their
contribution to global commons growth
Universities (UN Academic Impact members, Global University Network on
Innovation etc. are invited to partner with IAAI to analyze these report
towards mapping of new global Commons and towards developing a Global
Commons based new global wealth metrics

Competition and recognition of achievements/contributions through
“Global Challenges World Cup” as the driving force of integration of
different stakeholders!
Vision: in cooperation with ICT experts like google (finding the right
“algorithm” to identify internet user behaviour based metrics/ranking for
most relevant contributions/activities in terms of open innovation based
collaborative wealth generation for sustainable development

IAAI – GloCha Centers Network
•

The GloCha Center Klagenfurt-Ljubljana will focus on mobilization of intellectual and financial
resources of global civil society for addressing global challenges (like (sustainable development,
climate change adaptation etc.) in partnership with other stakeholders (governments, local and
regional authorities, business sector, philanthropy/foundations, diaspora communities; individuals etc.)
developing RTDI governance innovations.

•

IAAI plans to establish a network of GloCha Centers in SEE countries as pilot case for aglobal
initiative. The GloCha centers network management concept is “Management by shared vision,
trust, financial transparency, common performance information system and long-time
accountability”. Key elements of the evolving GloCha center network system are:
a vision on collaborative wealth generation based on shared (global) social responsibility
decentralized open innovation and collaboration processes for knowledge based sustainable
development wealth generation/accumulation (= “sustainable development (global) commons
growth”)
global citizenship ethics,
new global commons concepts,
new wealth indicators (which can document the contribution of science and education to sustainable
development) and
common financial and impact assessment reporting information system as the elements
providing cohesion among the different GloCha systems elements.
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Future Plans
Workshop proposal “Rio 2012- Window of Opportunity for a Multi-Stakeholder Partnership” and “Art 29”
for 64th UN DPI NGO conference Sustainable Societies – Responsive Citizens in Bonn
-> elaboration of a the First Draft of Rio GlobComm Charter
October 3 2011, Geneva: side event to the OHCHR Social Forum (which is on "Right to Development" this
year); working title: "Human Rights and Human Responsibilities in the context of Sustainable Development
and the Rio 2012 Window of Opportunity" (to be confirmed)

12-14 September GloCha /UN AI/GUNI Workshop “Universities Global
Challenges World Cup: Universities‟ Role in Building Global Intellectual
Commons) (linked to Rio GlobComm Charter; Subject: “What are Global
Commons in the Universities Context and How can we measure them &
What Information and Quality Assurance Systems do we need?” –
15 & 16 September 2011, University of Klagenfurt/Celovec, IAAI, ACUNS et al.:
International Green Economy and Rio 2012 conference (in the context of
CEE/SEE Capacity building on Global Governance and UN Studies) “Investing
in Global Commons – Our Shared Global Social Responsibility?”
Conference side events:
- Launch of the „Global Challenges (GLOCHA) Knowledge Center
Klagenfurt/Celovec - Research. Innovation and Education for a better
World”) in Klagenfurt/Celovec (Austria) (project of IAAI in cooperation with AlpsAdriatic University of Klagenfurt www.uni-klu.ac.at and City of Klagenfurt at Lake
Wörthersee)

- Launch of Rio 2012 Youth Song World Cup

Multilevel Governance & Multiple identity

dynamic societal functional relationship: my multiple areas of life → my multiple challenges → my multiple
identity → my collaboration in diverse problem solving societies → my multiple options for action.

Similar findings of
ancient knowledge on microcosmos and
macrocosmos from India (Upanishades)
and ACUNS 2011
JOHN W. HOLMES MEMORIAL LECTURE
"Multilateralism in a Copernican World“
Bruce W. Jentleson:

„Global Citizenship Identity
is the Sun
in the Present day Universe
of multiple multilateralism“
=
source for global citizenship focused
governance innovations!!

„Global Challenges Song World Cup 2010“ – a first basic outline
Basic idea:
The view on common global
challenges and the challenges of the
future articulated by means of the
universal language “music” can
facilitate intercultural dialogue, bring
musicians and young people from
around the world in contact,
strengthen global citizenship identity
layers and thus narrow interethnic and
interreligious conflict potentials.
Global civil society has enormous financial and intellectual resources as well as passion which can be
harnessed to address global challenges more effectively.
Musicians have a special sensorium for the spirit of time and the capability to articulate the feelings and
the hopes of the people around the world through a universal language – the language of music. Music
opens a direct link between the hearts and minds of the people all around the world thus building ties for
a global community which is more committed and capable to address global challenges effectively.

Global Challenges Song World Cup shall explore in this respect new ways of how intercultural dialogue or
dialogue among civilizations respectively can be used to support work of UN system by developing –
based on a dialogue among civilizations on global challenges – a global identity/a global community in which
joint efforts towards global challenges and e.g. joint commitment towards global climate change action
are emphasized stronger than religious/linguistic/national/ethnic cleavages.

Rio 2012 Youth Song World Cup
IAAI plans in cooperation with Earth Charter Initiative www.earthcharterinaction.org, UN
Information Service Vienna http://www.unis.unvienna.org/, UNEP Vienna Office
http://www.unep.ch/roe/liaison_vienna.htm, UN Academic Impact Students initiative
ASPIRE, Friendship Ambassadors Foudnation, Austrian Public Broadcasting
Corporation (tbc) and some other partners to give youth from around the world a voice in
global sustainable development governance and to raise public awareness and (global
commons focused) philanthropic engagement related to Rio 2012 by means of a “Rio
2012 Youth Song World Cup”.

As a first step towards implementation of “Rio 2012 Youth Song World Cup“ initiative
shall be a side event to the UN High Level Conference on Youth
http://social.un.org/youthyear/high-level-meeting.html on “Empowering Youth to have a
voice at Rio 2012 conference by means of social media” (side event will be proposed by
June 15 and needs approval from UN Year of Youth conference organizers)
12 & 13 September Preparatory meeting for the Rio 2012 Youth Song World Cup with about
10-20 youth representatives from around the world is planned in Klagenfurt (Austria)
15 September the launch of the “Rio 2012 Youth Song World Cup” will take place at the
international conference “Why and how to invest in Global Commons?” in
Klagenfurt/Celovec (Austria). At this conference there will be also the launch of GloCha
Center Klagenfurt-Ljubljana which will be the main support unit (technical and
administrative) for Rio 2012 Youth Song World Cup.

Thank you for your attention!
Miroslav Polzer
International Association for the Advancement of Innovative
Approaches to Global Challenges IAAI Global Challenges (GloCha) Knowledge Center Klagenfurt/Celovec
-

Austrian Science and Research Liaison Office Ljubljana (ASO)
polzer@zsi.at; www.aso.zsi.at & www.glocha.info

http://www.glocha.info./gce.html

